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Abstract (en)
[origin: US2009226319A1] The invention relates to a blade wheel consisting of sheet metal for use in motor vehicle refrigerant pumps. The aim of
the invention is to develop a novel blade wheel consisting of sheet metal for use in motor vehicle refrigerant pumps which, aside from a plurality of
blades, also has a high blade height, thus ensuring a high throughput. Moreover, it also has smooth running properties without re-machining and,
furthermore, also without re-machining, ensures an optimum sealing gap with respect to the housing. At the same time, it can always be produced
simply and cost-effectively with an open construction (without an end plate) as well as with a closed construction (with an end plate). In addition,
it is characterized by a high pumping efficiency. The inventive blade wheel (1) consisting of sheet metal for use in motor vehicle refrigerant pumps
has blades (3) that are cut out of a disk and pitched and base disk segments (4) that lie adjacent to the blades (3) and remain between the latter
(3). The blade wheel (1) is characterized, among other things, in that it is formed by at least two different blade wheel elements which are provided
with cut out, pitched blades (3), are interconnected in a fixed manner and are arranged so that their respective base disk segments (4) are offset in
relation to one another, forming a gap therebetween, the elements thus forming a common bottom disk (2). A hub sleeve (6) is provided in the center
of one of these blade wheel elements (the hub disk (5)), and the center of the other blade wheel element or elements (the bore disk or disks (7)) is
provided with a hub sleeve receiving bore (8), which can be pushed onto the casing of the hub sleeve (6).
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